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Meena Mathew Memorial All Kerala Higher 

Secondary Ideathon Kerala Idea Su(b)mit 2023 

On Friday, January 27, 2023, Ideathon Kerala Idea 

Su(b)mit 2023 was conducted in the conference 

room of Mar Augusthinose College in Ramapuram. 

Selected kids who took part in the ideathon's 

preliminary rounds made presentations on stage at 

the event to share their creative ideas. 

Associate Professor Vinayakumar B from Saingits 

Engineering College, Col. KNV Achary PMA Pala, 

and Mr. C.K. Krishna Kumar PMA Pala from Mar 

Augustine's College made up the judging panel. 

The top three winners were Mr. Enson Shiju from 

OLLHSS Uzhavoor, Mr. Mathew Jolly from St. 

George HSS Muthalakodam, and Mrs. Rose Mary 

Roy also from St. George HSS Muthalakodam. The 

winners were congratulated by the program 

coordinator, Dr. Sajesh Kumar NK. 

The felicitation meeting for the winners was held on 

Friday, 3rd February 2023 at 10.30 am at the 

Merit Day 

It is important to recognize and value pupils' 

meritorious accomplishments. A merit day was 

conducted to recognize the hard work put in by 

the first-semester UG students of the 2021–

2024 cohort.  

Merit Day was held in the college auditorium on 

January 12, 2023, at 2:15 p.m. The manager, 

Rev. Fr. George Varghese Njarakunnel, 

presented rewards to each department's top-

ranking employee. Mr. MG University 2022 and 

the Best Physique received special recognition. 

college auditorium, presided over by College 

Manager Rev. Dr. George Varghese Njarakunnel, 

with Principal Dr. Joy Jacob extending greetings, 

and Vice Principal Rev. Father Joseph Alencheril 

expressing a vote of thanks. The splendor of the 

occasion was enhanced by the presence of the 

Honorable Governor of Goa, H.E. Adv. P.S. 

SreedharanPillai. He ascended the stage as the 

principal guest and not only gave out the prizes to 

the victors, but he also took the time to thank the 

audience for attending. 

The Honorable Governor recognized the value of 

innovation and its potential to advance society. In 

order to address issues in the real world and 

improve the community, he urged the participants 

to keep investigating fresh concepts and solutions. 

Additionally, he underlined in his speech the value 

of education in cultivating the innovative qualities 

of creativity and critical thinking. He thanked the 

college and the event planners for giving students 

the chance to display their talents and urged them 

to keep planning similar events.The Hon'ble 

Governor's presence and inspiring words were an 

incredible inspiration for the winners and 

competitors, inspiring them to keep pursuing their 

original ideas and improving society. 

The Meena Mathew Memorial All Kerala Higher 

Secondary Ideathon Kerala Idea Su(b)mit 2023 

was a fantastic success in encouraging creativity 

and innovation among students, and the felicitation 

ceremony was a wonderful occasion to thank the 

winners and celebrate their achievements. 

UGC Recognized (2f), ISO 9001:2015 certified, 
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Mizhivu- A Visual Treat 

Partnerships between families, colleges, and communities 

are a two-way street including shared accountability. A 

cultural entertainment program called "Mizhivu" was 

organized by Mar Augusthinose College in Ramapuram for 

the local Ramapuram population because of this belief. 

Students, instructors, and non-teaching staff all took part in 

the activity. On March 24, 2023, at 5:30 p.m., the program 

got underway. A theatre performance by students, a group 

song and dance by instructors and non-teaching staff, a 

musical treat by the college's music band, a mime show, 

and a magic show were among the performances given by 

all of the students who received grades in MG University's 

Kaloltsavam. By providing lunch for the staff, participating 

students, and their families, the program came to a close by 

9:00 p.m. 

Paper Presentation 

Students in 

the M.Sc. and 

B.Sc. 

Biotechnology 

programs 

participated in 

the third 

International 

Conference on Traditional and Alternative Medicine 

(ICTAM-2023), which was held at St. Thomas College 

Pala on January 19 and 20, and presented papers and 

posters there. The conference was organized by the 

biochemistry department of St. Thomas College Pala.  

A. B. Akhil, Krishnendhu S, and Seethalakshmi S, 

students in their first year of the M. Sc. in 

Biotechnology, won the bronze medal and a cash 

reward in the competition for their poster 

presentation. 

 

Sports Day 

Sports day is an exciting event that promotes 

physical 

fitness, 

healthy 

competit

ion and 

team 

spirit 

among 

students. Sports day was celebrated on 5th February 

2022 in Mar Augusthinose College ground, the 

students were divided into four houses. Sports day 

celebration started  with a march past by students 

and the Sub Inspector of Ramapuram Police has 

acknowledged the salute along with college 

Manager Rev Dr George Varghese Njarakunnel  

Principal Dr. Joy Jacob and Physical education 

teacher MrManoj George. Various events such as 

sprint races, long jump shot put,relay races and so 

on. At the end of the sports day an award ceremony 

was held to honor outstanding performers. 

Trophies, medals and certificates were presented to 

participants who showed excellent sportsmanship 

and dedication. The sports day celebrations at our 

college were a resounding success. 

Women’s Day 

On March 8, 2022, the Women's Day celebration kicked off 

with an encouraging opening ceremony that featured an 

energizing speech by Chief Guest Writer Sreeparvathy in the 

college auditorium. The manager, Rev. Dr. George 

Njarakunnel, underlined the significance of women's 

empowerment and gender equality. The group heard 

remarks from the principal, Dr. Joy Jacob, the vice principal, 

Ms. Siji Jacob, and the coordinator for the women's cell, Ms. 

Maneesh Mathew. The MAC Women of the Year 2023 

competition was 

held, and Ms. 

AnjuSaju, Ms. Riya 

Elsa Shaji, and Ms. 

Anoushka Shine are 

the title winners. 

The college's 

Women's Day 

celebration acted as 

a springboard for 

student empowerment while championing gender equality 

and women's rights. 
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Seminar on Big Data 

Biodiversity Survey 

In order to update the Ramapuram Grama 

Panchayth's biodiversity register, members of 

the MAC Biodiversity Club traveled to a number 

of locations within its boundaries in December 

2022 and gathered the necessary information. 

The data gathering involved 17 student 

participants and 2 staff coordinators. 

On 22nd February 2023, the Mar Augusthinose College 

Computer Students' Association (MACCA) organized a seminar 

for the final-year Bachelor of Computer Applications (BCA) and 

MSc students. The seminar focused on the topic "Big Data: The 

Better Data" and was delivered by Mr. Ratheesh T.K, Assistant 

Professor from the Department of Information Technology at the 

Government Engineering College, Idukki. 

The seminar aimed 

to provide valuable 

insights into the 

field of big data and 

its significance in 

the modern digital 

landscape. It 

explored various 

aspects of big data, 

including its definition, characteristics, challenges, and potential 

applications. Mr. Ratheesh T.K, a respected expert in the field, 

shared his expertise and experiences with the attendees. 

The seminar on "Big Data: The Better Data" organized by MACCA 

provided the final-year BCA and MSc students with a valuable 

opportunity to enhance their understanding of the emerging 

field of big data. Through the expert insights shared by Mr. 

Ratheesh T.K, attendees gained a deeper knowledge of the 

characteristics, challenges, and applications of big data. 

The seminar fostered a sense of enthusiasm and curiosity among 

the students, encouraging them to explore the field of big data 

further. The knowledge gained from the seminar will 

undoubtedly be beneficial in their academic pursuits and future 

careers in the IT industry. 

 

The first session of the Arts and Literary Fest 

took place at the college auditorium. 

Sravanchaandran T. J., the secretary of the Arts 

Club, gave a welcome address after lighting the 

customary lamp to start the event. The 

distinguished visitors, faculty, and students were 

then welcomed to the stage. Mar Augusthinose 

College Ramapuram Principal, Dr. Joy Jacob, 

attended the event as the chief guest and 

formally launched the Arts and Literary Fest. His 

motivational comments stressed the significance 

of literature and the arts in forming people's 

minds both individually and collectively.  

A great triumph was achieved by the Mar 

Augusthinose College Arts Club's Arts and 

Literary Fest. The occasion gave pupils a chance 

to showcase their artistic talents and encourage 

creativity and understanding of different 

cultures. Respected individuals including Dr. Joy 

Jacob, Reverend Joseph Alencherry, and Smt. Siji 

Jacob participated, which increased the fest's 

prominence. Mr. SanoopChacko, the Mar 

Augusthinose College Ramapuram Student 

Council Chairman, gave the vote of thanks and 

thanked everyone who had helped make the 

event successful. The Arts and Literary Fest 

made a lasting impression on both participants 

and attendees by celebrating the spirit of art and 

literature while also showcasing talent. 

Samanaya: Arts Day 

An arts and 

literary festival 

was conducted by 

Mar Augusthinose 

College's arts club 

on January 25, 

2023. With other 

locations put up 

for various events 

throughout the 

day, the event 

was principally 

held in the college 

auditorium. The 

festival's purpose 

was to highlight and honor the pupils' artistic abilities. Over 180 

students participated enthusiastically in a variety of events 

during the one-day program, including light music, 

Mohiniyattam, mime, and other activities. 
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KALAASH- Union Inauguration 

On March 14th 2023 MAC student union has been 

inaugurated by Cine artist Aju Varghese along with 

Manger Fev Fr George Varghese Njarakunnel, 

Prin

cipa

l Dr 

Joy 

Jaco

b 

and 

dign

itari

es 

fro

m various fields were also present on the gracious 

occation. Chairman MrSanoop Chacko has welcomed 

all the dignitaries official inauguration of all the 

activities of student union has been conducted .Prizes 

secured by students on various competitions held by 

Arts Club of MAC has also been distributed on the 

same day. Various cultural programmes has been 

organised along with live music show by MAC band, 

live violin show and DJ dance programmes also been 

arranged. 

 

Onam Celebration 

Onam the vibrant and joyous festival of Kerala was celebrated with 

great enthusiasm at our college on 31st August 2022. The entire 

campus came alive with colourful decorations and traditional attire 

in the spirit of togetherness. Festival commenced with a meeting 

presided over by Manager Rev Dr George Varghese Njarakunnel  

PrincipalDr Joy Jacob, Vice principal Fr Joseph AlencherilMsSiji Jacob 

and  Administrative Executive Mr Rajeev Joseph . A ‘megatiruvathira’ 

with the participation of around hundred students was the highlight 

of the programme.  Cultural programmes showing the rich heritage 

of Kerala and various competitions have been organised for both 

students and faculties . Malayalee Maran’ and Manka’ competitions 

were also held as part of celebration where Miss. Anoushka Shine 

from BBa and SravanChandran from Bcom have won the title.The 

event served as a reminder of the importance of preserving and 

cherishing our rich cultural traditions.  

 

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY 2022 “Only One Earth” 

Ever

y 

year 

on 

June 

5th, 

the 

worl

d 

obse

rves 

Worl

d Environment Day in an effort to increase public 

awareness of the need to conserve the environment 

and the planet. Everybody on the earth is reminded 

to participate in eco-friendly activities on this day. 

People gather to make commitments for a greener 

earth. On June 5, 2022, the Department of 

Biotechnology of Mar  

Augusthinose college, Ramapuram observed World Environment Day 

with this objective in mind. 

The PG Department of Biotechnology in association with Nature Club 

hosted a webinar on 5 June 2022 at 7pm via google meet on the 

occasion of  World Environment  Day 2022 “ONLY ONE EARTH” . It 

was lead by Dr. Prem Jose V. who is the Director &Post Doctoral 

Researcher Rural Urban Center , University of Agricultural Sciences 

Bangalore - Department of Agricultural Economics on  

“Environmental Protection : Why and How?‘’ . It was definitely a 

class worth attending. It was very informative and interesting. It was 

a great honor for us students to attend his class. 

There was also a session of planting the plantlets in the campus that 

was inaugurated by the beloved Principle Dr. Joy Jacob ; followed by 

the Vice principle Smt. Siji Jacob , Administrative Officer Sir. Rajeev 

Joseph and Dr. SajeshkumarN.K ,our Head of the Department.  

Students from the biotechnology department passionately 

participated and observed World Environment Day. The plantlets are 

being taken care of by the students of Biotechnology department.  
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Media Visit Coordinated by Department of English 

The Department of English at Mar Augusthinose College, Ramapuram 

organized a media visit for the final year BA English Literature and 

Communication Studies students on 17th March 2022. The purpose of 

the visit was to provide students with exposure to the media industry 

and modern techniques used in the field. 

The students had the opportunity to visit Chitranjali Studios and 

Doordarshan Kendra Thiruvananthapuram. Chitranjali Studios is a 

renowned film production studio known for its state-of-the-art facilities. 

The students were able to witness firsthand the workings of a 

professional film studio, observing the various stages of film production 

and post-production processes. This exposure allowed them to gain 

valuable insights into the industry and understand the practical aspects 

of their field of study. 

Additionally, the students visited Doordarshan Kendra Thiruvananthapuram, a prominent television broadcasting center. 

Here, they had the chance to explore the functioning of a television studio, observing live productions and understanding the 

intricacies of television broadcasting. The visit to Doordarshan Kendra provided the students with an insight into the world of 

television production and the role of media in shaping public discourse. 

Furthermore, the students visited Vismaya Max Studio, located at Kinfra Park in Thiruvananthapuram. Vismaya Max Studio is 

known for its advanced film technology, including Dolby Atmos and Final Cut Pro (FCP). This visit allowed the students to 

experience firsthand the cutting-edge technology used in the film industry. They gained insights into the audiovisual aspects 

of filmmaking and witnessed how modern technology enhances the overall cinematic experience. 

The media visit proved to be an enriching experience for the students, allowing them to bridge the gap between theoretical 

knowledge and practical application. The exposure to state-of-the-art environments and modern techniques provided them 

with a deeper understanding of the media industry. The visit also served as a source of inspiration, motivating the students to 

pursue their careers in the field of media with renewed enthusiasm. 

Overall, the media visit organized by the Department of English at Mar Augusthinose College, Ramapuram was a resounding 

success. It provided the students with valuable exposure to the media industry and equipped them with practical knowledge 

that will be beneficial for their future careers. The Department of English is committed to providing such experiential learning 

opportunities to enhance the educational experience of its students. 

Launch 

of 

MACCS

A 

The 

first 

day of 

MACCS

A 

events 

for the 2022–2023 academic year was August 24, 2022. On 

that day, our chief guest Dr. Panchami V, HOD, CSE-Cyber 

Security, IIIT Kottayam, conducted the association's official 

inauguration. This was followed by a seminar segment on 

the subject. 

 

Extempore Competition  

Nature club of Mar Augustinose college in association with 

Biotechnology Association ,OPERON were conducted an  

"Extempore Competition"  on 6thoctober 2022 at 2.15 pm. 

Students from vavious departments our college were actively 

participated in the competition.  

1st prize, Extempore Competition in English - Neha Sanoj , 3rd 

BT. 

1st prize, Extempore Competition in Malayalam - 

Seethalakahmi S, 1st Msc BT. 

2nd prize, Extempore Competition in Malayalam - Neha Biju, 

3rd BT. 
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Press Club Visit 

The Department of 

English at Mar 

Augusthinose 

College, 

Ramapuram, 

organized a media 

visit for the final 

year BA English 

Literature and Communication Studies students on 25th October 2022. The 

purpose of the visit was to provide students with practical exposure to the field 

of journalism and media. 

A total of 27 students participated in the visit, accompanied by faculty 

members Ms. Sheeba Thomas and Ms. Tracy John from the Department of 

English. The students were given the opportunity to attend press meets and 

report on various events for their manuscript publication. 

The highlight of the visit was the attendance of a live press conference, where 

the students had the chance to witness firsthand how press conferences are 

conducted and how journalists interact with newsmakers. This experience 

allowed them to gain insights into the workings of the media industry and 

understand the challenges faced by journalists in gathering and reporting 

news. 

During the visit, the students also had the privilege of interacting with a few 

journalists, who shared their experiences and answered questions. This 

interaction provided valuable insights into the profession and allowed the 

students to learn from the expertise of seasoned journalists. 

Overall, the media visit to Press Club Kottayam was a great success, providing 

the students with a practical understanding of media and journalism. The 

Department of English, along with the guidance of Ms. Sheeba Thomas and Ms. 

Tracy John, ensured that the visit was well-coordinated and beneficial to the 

students' learning journey. 

The experience gained from this visit will undoubtedly contribute to the 

students' academic and professional growth, as they develop a deeper 

understanding of the media landscape and its role in society. 

Bio Technology Department 

My Story-2022 

The 

Departmen

t of 

Biotechnol

ogy of Mar 

Agusthinos

eCollege,Ra

mapuram 

conducted 

a motivational talk series titled “MY 

STORY-The path that lead me to 

success" on 6th June (Monday), 2022 via 

google meet from 7 pm. 

The speaker of this program was Mr. 

Arun R.C,who is a RFO officer at the 

Achenkovil Range. The presenter who 

himself is a source of motivation to 

students gave encouraging examples 

from his own life and inspired students. 

He talked about how having a positive 

mindset and having a positive attitude 

can help one become brighter and more 

successful .This program helped 

students to be guided by a positive mind 

and driven by self-motivation. 

He motivated the students to excel in 

study and career. He spoke about the 

key elements required for a student to 

be successful in academics and later life. 

He also welcomed the students to come 

for camping in his place of work. It was 

really a good experience for all the 

students and looking forward for more 

of such events. 

 

CALIC &Commerce Department Association Inauguration 

The PG Department 

of Commerce 

officially 

Inaugurated associat 

activities for the 

academic year 2022-

23 on 3rd February 

2023. Mr. Jose 

Joseph Hon of 

Commerce 

Department 

delivered welcome 

speech. College 

Manager Rev. Dr. George Varghese Njavakunnel presided over the function.  

Mr. Sony J. Antony (chief Executive 

officer, Viswas foods) officially 

inaugurated the association activities. 

Felicitation speech delivered by Dr. Joy 

Jacob, Principal and Mr. Lijo Baby, staff 

co-ordinator of Commerce Association- 

Inaugural ceremony was followed by the 

inspivational class was led by chief 

guest. My. Sony J. Antony. The Inaugural 

session was concluded by with a vote of 

thanks by Mr. AnandNaiv, Commerce 

Association President, at 3.15 PM. 
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BIO TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT MERIT DAY 2022 

The Department of Biotechnology of Mar Augusthinose College 

celebrates Merit Day every year to acknowledge brilliant students for 

their academic excellence .The Merit Day for the academic year  2021- 

22 .The program started by invoking the blessings of God. Dr. 

Sajeshkumar N.K (Head of the Department) welcomed the gathering. 

This gathering was blessed by the presence of Rev. Dr. George Varghese 

Njarakunnel . Our respected principal Dr. Joy Jacob , Vice principal Fr. 

Joseph Alancheril ,Siji Jacob, Administrative officer Rajeev Joseph , 

Administrative executive Prakash Joseph and also other faculties were 

present on this auspicious day. 

We are really proud of all the student’s greatest achievement and they 

hopefully is an inspiration to the students who are appearing for the 

examination this year. That day marked the excellence showed by the  

students. It is high time to appreciate and  congratulate; 

Megha Pradeep         (9.51 S    University 1 Position) 

Roshni James            (9.46 A+   University 2 Position) 

Anjalin Rose Chacko  (9.18 A+   University 5 Position) 

Anju M Antony            (9.01 A+   University 7 Position)  

AmmuBiju   (8.94 A+   University 10 Position) 

Visit to Niyamasabhamandhiram Coordinated by Department of English 

The Department of English organized a visit to Kerala NiyamasabhaMandhiram on 10th 

March 2023. The purpose of this visit was to provide the final year BA English Literature 

and Communication Studies students with a practical understanding of the Kerala 

legislative assembly and its functioning. A total of 25 students participated in the visit and 

the students were accompanied by faculty members from the Department of English.  

Upon reaching the NiyamasabhaMandhiram, the students were greeted by the officials 

who guided them throughout the visit. The students had the opportunity to witness the 

proceedings of the legislative assembly firsthand.  

The students were provided with informative 

brochures and leaflets that outlined the 

history and significance of the Kerala 

NiyamasabhaMandhiram. They were also 

given a brief orientation on the functioning of 

the assembly, including the roles of various 

members, the legislative process, and the 

importance of parliamentary democracy. 

Conclusion: The visit to Kerala 

NiyamasabhaMandhiram was a highly 

informative and enriching experience for the 

final year BA English Literature and Communication Studies students. It offered them a 

unique opportunity to witness the democratic process in action and gain practical 

knowledge about the functioning of the Kerala legislative assembly. The students 

expressed their gratitude to the Department of English for organizing such a valuable visit 

that enhanced their understanding of the political system and governance. The 

Department looks forward to organizing similar educational visits in the future to provide 

students with practical exposure to various aspects of their academic studies. 

 

 

NSDC Orientation programme 

As per the instructions for Kelton 

project Co ordinator Mr. Benedict 

Rozalizo an orientation program 

for the first year degree Student 

were conducted at 29/9/2022 in 

the Seminar hall of Mar 

Augusthinose College Ramapuram. 

The orientation program is divided 

into three section one each for 

Science Steam, BBB and 

Commerce Stream Student. The 

program ended at 3.40 pm. Total 

339 Students were participated in 

this Program. 
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Campus Recruitment of Yatnam Technologies  

Yatnam Technologies, based in Infopark, Kochi, 

conducted a campus recruitment drive at Mar 

Augusthinose College Ramapuram. The initiative was led 

by Miss. Rintu George, an alumna of the English 

Department and a HR member at YatnamTechnologies. 

The recruitment drive took place on 13th March 2023, 

with around 80 candidates participating. Eligible 

candidates were selected to proceed to the next round, 

which was conducted at Infopark. 

The campus recruitment drive provided a platform for 

students to showcase their skills and competencies to 

Yatnam Technologies. The event highlighted the 

significance of the alumni network in supporting career 

opportunities for current students. 

The selection process ensured a fair evaluation of 

candidates, giving deserving individuals the chance to 

move forward in the hiring process. 

Overall, the campus recruitment drive was a successful 

event, benefiting both Yatnam Technologies and the 

students from Mar Augusthinose College Ramapuram, 

fostering a positive relationship between the college and 

the corporate sector. 

Intra Collegiate Hackathon  

On March 3, 2023, the IEDC MAC Ramapuram conducted an 

intra-collegiate Hackathon Competition at Mar Augusthinose 

College Ramapuram. The event saw participation from 11 

students from different departments. The principal of the 

college, Dr. Joy Jacob, facilitated the participants and provided 

them with the necessary support. 

The objective of the 

competition was to 

encourage students 

to use their 

technical skills to 

develop innovative 

solutions to real-

world problems. 

The competition 

was a success, and 

the judges declared the following winners: 

First Prize: Mr. Christy Jose, M.Sc Electronics 

Second Prize: Mr. Jobin K. James 

Third Prize: Mr. Joseph Roji Joseph 

The winners were awarded prizes by the principal, Dr. Joy 

Jacob, who appreciated their hard work and dedication. The 

competition not only provided a platform for students to 

showcase their skills but also encouraged them to think 

creatively and come up with out-of-the-box ideas. 

To further encourage women's technical skill development, 

IEDC MAC also provided a skill-oriented project development 

scholarship to Mrs. Jeswin PK, a third-year B.Sc Electronics 

student. The scholarship is aimed at empowering and 

motivating women to pursue technical skills and contribute to 

the field. 

Overall, the intra-collegiate Hackathon Competition was a great 

success, and the winners and participants are to be commended 

for their hard work and dedication. Such events play a crucial 

role in promoting technical skills and innovation among 

students, and it is hoped that more such events will be 

organized in the future. 

ORIENTATION PROGRAMME  “SPARK-2k22”  

A one day orientation programme 

was organized on 7th December 

2022 in Mar  Augusthinose College, 

Ramapuram at the seminar hall 

from 10:00 am to 3 pm. The  

seminar focused on how to 

become a good manager. The 

program started with a  prayer song followed by the 

welcome address by MS Dhanya S Namboothiri, . The  

dignitaries on the dias were Dr. Joy Jacob, the principal, 

Fr. Joseph Alanchery,the  Vice principal, Smt. Linsy 

Antony, Head of the Department of Management 

studies  .  

The inaugural address was given by Principal Dr. Joy 

Jacob around24 students have participated. Opening  

remarks and  keynote address was given by MS Remya Rajeev, 

the introduction to the topic was  given by the guest MR NIDHIN 

KRISHNA. At 10 am the felicitation was given by  Fr. Joseph 

Alanchery, the Vice principal.  

All students who participated in the seminar were splitted into 

4 groups and  the sections were taken by the resource person 

Ms NIDHIN Krishna . The sessions  were very informative and 

addressed career development, personality development  and 

equality in professions. The programme wrapped up around 

3:00 pm and the vote of thanks was delivered by 

Ms.HarithaRajan 1st year MAHRM. 
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Robotic Boot Camp  

 

On 21st of January and 4th of February 2023, IEDC of 

Mar Augusthinose College is organizing a two-day 

boot camp on "Robotics”. The Boot Camp is 

conducted by Mr. AnanthaSankar UA.   Around 22 

students from different department of Mar 

Augusthinose College will take part in this Boot Camp. 

The main focus of the Boot Camp is to do hands-on 

practical with Arduino Uno board ,IoT and Robotics. 

In the first session, students will 

get acquainted with the various 

development boards of Arduino 

and learn about the 

development environment of 

Arduino. Initially, working with 

Arduino I/O pin and then 

students practiced running 

small practical like flashing LED. 

On the second day of the camp, students get an 

opportunity   to do projects with the Arduino board 

and sensors provided to them which is freebies 

Arduino Blind Stick for detecting obstacles for blind 

people through sensor, Fire detection system, to 

detect fire, Temperature measurement in a room for 

noticing room temperature, ultrasonic glasses for the 

blind, for detecting obstacles, Door Alarm system, to 

identify if the door is open or close, water alerting 

system to notice when the tank is filled with water. 

Overall, students will learn the basics of working with 

Arduino and gain basic knowledge of various Arduino 

development boards, programming environment, 

onboard features of Arduino Uno, I/O, PWM, Arduino 

shields. 

The principal Dr. Joy Jacob distributed the certificated 

to all the students who are successfully com plete the 

camp. 

My Story by Computer Science Department 

  "My Story," a motivational talk 

series organized by the college. As 

part of the series, a successful alumni 

of Computer Science Department, 

Mr. Martin Bastian shared his success 

story. Mr.Martin Bastian has more 

than 14 years of experience in the 

Animation and Multimedia Industry. 

After finishing Msc Computer Science 

from M.A college Ramapuram, he went to New Zealand to study 

Post Graduation in Multimedia and Animation. He worked in many 

Animation films and TV shows for many famous global brands 

which include Disney, Marvel, Dream works, MGM   etc. He is 

currently working in the Animation Industry of Vancouver Canada 

and also teaching at Van-arts Animation School Canada. 

    He shared his carrier journey and the steps he took to reach 

where he is today and talked about his knowledge and expertise in 

the field of multimedia and animation, with the help of 

presentations and showing demonstrations on how to work with 

latest animation tools, it was very insightful for the students.   

Alumni Association Annual General Body Meeting 

The Mar Augusthinose 

College Ramapuram Alumni 

Association held its annual 

general body meeting on 

26th December 2022. The 

event was a momentous 

occasion, bringing together 

alumni, college staff, and 

association members for a 

day of celebration and reminiscence. 

The meeting commenced with a warm welcome from Sanju 

Nedumkunnel, the Association President. Rev. Dr. George 

Varghese Njarakunnel, the Manager of Mar Augusthinose College, 

Ramapuram, delivered an inspiring Presidential Address.The 

Principal of Mar Augusthinose College, Dr. Joy Jacob, inaugurated 

the event, adding significance to the gathering. The Alumni 

Association Secretary, Arun K Abraham, presented a detailed 

report on the association's activities over the past year. 

The association also took the opportunity to recognize and reward 

the winners of various competitions held during the year. Meera 

Elizabeth Augustine, the Alumni Association Treasurer, delivered 

the vote of thanks. 

The meeting concluded with alumni sharing their experiences and 

memories of their time at Mar Augusthinose College. The nostalgic 

reflections created an atmosphere of camaraderie and 

strengthened the sense of community among the attendees. 

Refreshments were served after the meeting, providing an 

opportunity for networking and informal interactions among the 

alumni and college staff. 
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Manuscript Newspaper 

The Department of 

English recently 

launched two 

Manuscript 

Newspapers, featuring 

an array of creative 

talents exhibited by 

second-year English 

students. On 11 July 

2022, the college 

principal, Dr. Joy Jacob, 

officially released these manuscripts in his office, 

commending the students for their collaborative efforts 

and unwavering dedication. 

The release of the Manuscript Newspapers marked a 

significant milestone for the English department, as it 

provided a platform for students to express their artistic 

skills and literary prowess. The manuscripts showcased a 

diverse range of creative writing, including short stories, 

poetry, essays, and thought-provoking articles. 

During his address, Dr. Joy Jacob highlighted the 

importance of encouraging students to explore their 

creativity and praised the efforts put forth by the 

students in bringing the Manuscript Newspapers to 

fruition. He commended their dedication, perseverance, 

and teamwork, emphasizing the significance of such 

initiatives in fostering a vibrant literary community 

within the college. 

The success of this initiative has paved the way for 

future editions of the Manuscript Newspapers, which 

will continue to serve as a testament to the creative 

spirit and literary prowess of the students. 

My Story – Management 

Department 

PG 

Depa

rtme

nt of 

man

age

ment 

studi

es of 

Mar Augusthinose college, 

Ramapuram organized a 

motivational talk series “My story” 

( The path that led me to success) 

which was conducted in online 

mode on February 3rd 2023 at 

8pm .  

The Dignitaries of this program 

were , Dr. Joy Jacob , Principal MA 

College  ,Smt. LincyAntony,Head 

of the department of 

Management studies.The speaker 

of this program was Mr .Francis 

Sebastian,an senior analyst and 

consultant at the Smart cube Delhi 

.  

The presenter who himself is a 

source of motivation to students 

gave encouraging examples from 

his own life and inspired students 

to be self motivators. He discussed 

the importance of positive 

thinking and attitude which brings 

optimism into life and such 

constructive changes can make 

one brighter and more successful 

.This program helped students to 

be guided by a positive mind and 

driven by self -motivation.  

At the end of the programme Mrs. 

Linsy Anthony,head of the 

department and  Mr. Francis 

Sebastian thanked the teachers 

and PG students for active 

participation in the program. 

 

MSW Association's inaugural 

meeting 

On November 24, 2022, the 

MSW association's white coat 

ceremony, badge ceremony, 

and affiliation with KAPS all 

took place. The event began 

with a welcome address by 

the department's head, Mr. 

Siju Mathew, and featured Dr. 

Siby Joseph, director of the 

department of social work, as 

the main guest.The event 

provided as a forum to 

promote upcoming activities 

and initiatives planned by the 

MSW association. The 

speakers underlined the 

necessity for MSW students 

to actively engage in 

community service and 

contribute to good social 

change. The team of faculty 

and students, led by 

Association Secretary Ms. 

AnjuSaju, was praised for 

successfully coordinating all 

the events and boosting the 

educational experience of 

MSW students. 

Work Department and the 

programme was officially 

inaugurated by Mr Thomas 

Peter,Education Standing 

Committee Chairman Pala 

Municipality with his valuable 

words, “Each country should  

have the information it 

requires to meet the needs of 

diverse population groups 

and ensure that individuals 

can realise their full 

potential.” After that Social 

Work Trainees conducted a 

flash mob which conveys the 

importance of World 

Population day and the 

effects of increasing 

population. The programme 

came to an end at 12:00PM. 

 

World Population Day Celebration 

On the 

occasio

n of 

World 

Populati

on Day, 

Mar 

Augusth

inose 

College Ramapuram Social Work Department organised 

a flash mob on 11-07-22 at Kottaramattom, Pala. The 

programme was coordinated by  Anjana Devasia, 

Karthika Pradeep and the entire 1st year MSW students 

as part of social responsibility and their MSW 

Curriculum, and they were guided by Assistant Professor 

Aida Jose faculty of Social Work Department.  

The programme started at 

11:00AM with a welcome speech 

by Siju Thomas, HOD of Social  
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Seminar On Personality & Holistic Development 

A one day seminar 

on personality and 

holistic 

development was 

organizedon 12th 

october 2022 in 

Mar Augusthinose 

College, 

Ramapuram at the 

seminarhall from 

9:30 am to 3 pm. 

The seminar 

focused on 

personality, career and holistic development. The program started with a 

prayer song followed by the welcomeaddress by Dr. Fr. Bobby John, the 

president of the management association at 9:30am. The dignitaries on 

the dias were Dr. Joy Jacob, the principal, Fr. JosephAlanchery, the Vice 

principal, Smt. Linsy Antony, Head of the Department ofManagement 

studies and Dr.Fr. Bobby John. The inaugural address was given by Dr. Joy 

Jacob. Opening remarks and keynote address was given by Sri.Shaji 

Austin, the president of Pala management association at 9:35 am. At 9:45 

am the introduction to the topic was given by theguest Col. KNV Achary 

and Sri. A D Suresh Babu. At 10 am the felicitation was given by Fr. Joseph 

Alanchery, the Vice principal. 

All students who participated in the seminar were splitted into 2 groups 

andone of the sections was taken by the resource person Col.KNV Achary 

and the other group was taken by resource person Sri.A D Suresh Babu. 

Both the sessionswere very informative and addressed career 

development, personality development and equality in professions. The 

programme wrapped up around 3:00 pm ended bythe vote of thanks by 

Ms. Amrutha S and Ms Krishna Santhosh of second yearBBA. 

AVISHKAR 2K22 

Under the guidance of the Department Of 

Management Studies and Advertisement 

competition named "AVISHKAR 2K22" was held 

on 23rd June 2022 in online platform. The 

competition was supervised by the Head of the 

Department Mrs.Lincy Antony.The program co-

ordinators were Ms.Tinu Maria Thomas and 

Mrs Moncy Thomas.Sanoop Chacko and 

Sheltona Thomas were the student 

coordinators.The competition was through 

digital platform." Fire Up The Imagination With 

Creative Spark " was the motto of the 

competition.The faculty coordinator of 

"AVISHKAR 2K22" was Mrs Remya K M.The 

product which was given as the topic of the 

advertisement competition wad 'video game'.In 

this cyber 

digital era,video game are something which is 

of great interest.Around 4 students 

participated in the competition.all the posters 

were mind-blowing.The coordinators after  

judging the quality themes and other factor 

assessed each poster's and announced the 

results on 11th July 2022.Neha Sanoj of Bsc.BT 

and Anand.S of electronics department secured 

1st and 2nd postions respectively.The 

competition was opened to all PG and UG 

students.There were E- certificate for all the 

participants and cash price for the winner as 

mentioned.The program was conducted on the 

occassion of ' Word Advertising Day ' and was 

initiated to encourage the talents of students. 

 

Intra-departmental technical quiz competition by MACCA 

On January 13, 2022, the Mar Augusthinose College Computer 

Students' Association (MACCSA) organized an intra-

departmental technical quiz competition for BCA students. 

The event aimed to assess the students' knowledge and 

technical skills in various computer science subjects, including 

programming languages, data structures, algorithms, 

networking, and software engineering. The competition 

witnessed enthusiastic participation from students across 

different academic years. Under the guidance and 

coordination of Sri. Arun K Abraham, Sri. Shan Augustine, and 

Smt. Rekha Claris Joseph, the quiz comprised multiple rounds, offering an intellectually stimulating experience for the 

participants. After a tough competition, Thomachan Antony (1 BCA), Harigovind S (1 BCA), and Arjun Reghunath (2 BCA) 

emerged as the first, second, and third prize winners, respectively. The event's success was attributed to the combined 

efforts of the coordinators, participants, and the entire MACCSA team. The competition provided a platform for students to 

showcase their problem-solving skills and critical thinking abilities while motivating them to excel in their academic pursuits 

and stay updated with the latest advancements in the field of computer applications. 
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International Day of  

Women’s and Girls in Science. 

On 

February 

13, 2023, 

the 

Electronic

s 

Associati

on of Mar 

Augusthinose College Ramapuram, in 

association with IEDCMAC, celebrated the 

International Day of Women's and Girls in 

Science. The program was inaugurated by 

the college principal, Dr. Joy Jacob, and 

attended by the chief guest, Dr. Sreekala 

K.S, the Head of the Department of 

Electronics and Communication at 

Saintgits College of Engineering. Dr. 

Sreekala delivered an informative seminar 

on the Role of VLSI in Daily Applications 

and its scope. She highlighted the growing 

significance of VLSI in modern electronics, 

from smartphones to medical devices, and 

discussed its potential in shaping the 

future, including smart cities and the 

Internet of Things (IoT). The event 

successfully celebrated women's 

contribution and participation in the field 

of science and technology. 

Women Empowerment 

Scholarship 

On March 3, 2023, IEDC MAC 

Ramapuram awarded a skill-

oriented project development 

scholarship to Mrs. Jeswin PK, 

a third-year B.Sc Electronics 

student, as a step towards 

empowering and motivating 

women's technical skill 

development. The college 

principal, Dr. Joy Jacob, 

presented the scholarship to 

Mrs. Jeswin PK, applauding 

her efforts and encouraging 

her to pursue her technical 

goals. The meeting 

emphasized the importance of 

empowering women in the 

technical field and concluded 

with participants expressing 

gratitude towards the college 

management for promoting 

gender-inclusive technical 

initiatives. The scholarship 

award ceremony marked a 

significant step in promoting 

women's participation and 

contribution to the field of 

technology. 

Q Bucket Launching 

On October 21, 2022, a meeting was held at 

the college's conference hall, where the 

Principal, Dr. Joy Jacob, launched qbucket, a 

university question bank website. The 

meeting was attended by representatives 

from the College Students Council and IEDC 

Coordinators. Mr. Sarang P. Achari presented 

his innovative thoughts on the website, 

which were appreciated by the attendees. 

After the presentation, the Principal officially 

launched the qbucket website, offering a 

comprehensive question bank with various 

subjects, levels, and difficulty levels for 

university students. The website also 

provides mock tests, sample papers, and 

study materials to help students prepare for 

exams. The launch is expected to significantly 

benefit students by providing easy access to 

essential study materials. The meeting ended 

with a sense of optimism and enthusiasm for 

the website's future success. 

IELTS Training 

Mar Augusthinose College Ramapuram, in association with NILT, conducted a 

successful and comprehensive IELTS (International English Language Testing 

System) programme. The initiative, led by the Department of English, aimed to 

equip students with the necessary skills and knowledge to excel in the IELTS 

examination. The program covered all four modules of the IELTS test, offering 

training in Listening, Reading, Writing, and Speaking, along with practice 

materials and mock tests. The primary objective was to help students achieve 

their desired IELTS scores by improving their English language proficiency, grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, and critical 

thinking skills. The program's success was evident through the improved scores and enhanced confidence of the students 

who participated in the program. The dedication and commitment of the college and the Department of English contributed 

to the program's effectiveness. 

 My Story of Electronics Department  

On 15th December 2022, the "MY STORY" motivational talk series hosted its Season 2 with Mrs. Jisha 

Abraham as the first speaker. Mrs. Abraham, an alumna of M.Sc. Electronics during 2004-2006 and 

currently working as a Quality Assurance Manager at TIAA GBS India Pvt. Ltd., Pune, shared her inspiring 

journey with the students. The session was informative and enriching, as she discussed the challenges, 

experiences, and turning points in her life. Mrs. Abraham emphasized the significance of values, respect 

for parents, elders, and teachers, and the importance of identifying personal and professional passions. 

She highlighted the value of hard work and continuous learning. Communication skills were also emphasized during her talk. 

The students had the opportunity to interact with her, making the session even more engaging and insightful. 
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Seminar on Horizon-Professional Grooming for MAHRM Students 

Mar 

Augusthinos

e College, 

Ramapuram

, organized 

a one-day 

seminar on 

professional 

grooming 

for MA HRM 

students on 

February 2, 

2023,. The seminar, held at the seminar hall from 9:30 am to 3 pm, 

focused on personality, career, and holistic development. The program 

commenced with a prayer song and a welcome address by Dr. Fr. Bobby 

John, the president of the management association. Dignitaries present 

included Dr. Joy Jacob, the principal, Fr. Joseph Alanchery, the vice-

principal, Smt. Linsy Antony, Head of the Department of Management 

Studies, and Dr. Fr. Bobby John. 

Dr. Joy Jacob delivered the inaugural address, and Smt. Linsy Antony 

provided opening remarks and a keynote address. The guest, Dr. Saji 

Abraham, Head of Corporate Relations at St. Joseph’s College of 

Engineering and Technology, Palai, introduced the seminar topic. The 

Vice Principal, Fr. Joseph Alanchery, felicitated the event. 

The training program aimed to professionally groom the first MA HRM 

students, with a total of 22 participants. The resource person provided 

valuable insights into the career scope of the management course. The 

seminar was highly informative, covering career development, 

personality development, and equality in professions. The program 

concluded at 3:00 pm with a vote of thanks delivered by Ms. Anu Ajith, 

a first-year MA HRM student. 

Media Visit Coordinated by Department of 

English 

 
On October 25, 2022, the Department of 

English at Mar Augusthinose College 

organized a successful media visit for final 

year BA English Literature and 

Communication Studies students.  

The visit took place at Rashtradeepika 

Publications Pvt. Ltd., Kottayam, aiming to 

provide students with practical knowledge 

and insights into the media field. Twenty-

seven individuals, including 25 students, 

participated in the visit, coordinated by Ms. 

Sheeba Thomas and Ms. Tracy John.  

Throughout the day, the students observed 

newspaper production processes, newsroom 

operations, and had interactions with 

journalists and editors, gaining valuable real-

world experiences and understanding the 

importance of accuracy and ethics in 

journalism. The media visit proved highly 

beneficial, bridging the gap between theory 

and practice, and preparing the students for 

future careers in the media industry. The 

success of the event reflects the commitment 

of the Department of English to enhance 

students' learning experiences through such 

insightful initiatives. 

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH MY STORY  

The Department of English organized a 

motivational talk for the students of the 

department. Mr. Tony Sebastian, alumni 

of the English Department shared his 

experience and thoughts with our present 

students. Tony was a student of the BA 

2010-13 batch and now he is visiting 

faculty at BITS-Pilani, Hyderabad and is 

awaiting defence from The English and Foreign Language University, 

Hyderabad after submitting PhD thesis. 

The meeting was conducted through Google Meet platform on 12-01-

2023. In the meeting, Prof. Jobin P Mathew, HOD, Department of 

English welcomed the gathering.   

In the inaugural address, the college principal Dr. Joy Jacob appreciated 

the students about the active participation of students in such 

webinars.  

In the keynote address, Mr. Tony Sebastian 

shared his experience at Mar Augusthinose 

College and explained how he has achieved his 

career. He pointed out that students should make 

an effort to open their career during the course 

and find their own path to open their career. The 

session was followed by the students' interaction. 

Mr. Tony Sebastian patiently answered the 

student's queries. 

The meeting concluded around 9.45 pm with the 

vote of thanks of Ms. Riya Shajan followed by the 

College Anthem. 
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Training programme - English for daily use 

Mar Augusthinose College Ramapuram 

organized a comprehensive 'Spoken English' 

program titled "English for Daily Use," which 

focused on enhancing students' proficiency 

in spoken, written, and comprehensive 

English. The program covered all four 

modules of Listening, Reading, Writing, and 

Speaking, providing extensive practice 

materials and simulated mock tests to 

familiarize students with competitive test 

formats. The primary objective was to help 

students improve their language proficiency, 

particularly in grammar, vocabulary, and 

pronunciation, while boosting their 

confidence and critical thinking skills. The 

program's success was evident as many 

students achieved their desired skills, 

making them better prepared for the IELTS 

examination. 

MALARWADI 2K22 

On 19th November of 2022 the Social Work department of Mar Augusthinose 

College, Ramapuram conducted an outreach program named “MALARWADI 

2K22” in collaboration with Mother and Child Foundation, Thodupuzha. The 

program commenced at 10 am on 19/11/22 with a prayer song. The venue 

was the M&C Foundation itself. After the prayer John Abraham 

Manimalaparambil welcomed the program and it was followed by the 

Presidential Address of Mr.Joshy Mathew, The Director of Mother and Child 

Foundation. He explained the purpose and duty of the foundation and the 

director and his family is taking care of the children who are left by their 

parents. The director also 

welcomed the faculties and 

students of Mar Augusthinose 

College to the foundation 

through his words. After that 

Department Head Asst.Prof. 

Mr.Siju Thomas felicitated the 

ceremony and it was followed 

by the felicitations of other 

faculties Mr.Robins Jose, 

Ms.Jinu Joseph, Ms.Sandra 

Antony and the social work trainee Mr.Eldho Biju. Ms.Anjana Devasia 

delivered the vote of thanks for the program. After that the social work 

department gifted the children on the foundation with the items which are 

collected from the students of Mar Augusthinose College. The program was 

ended with the different cultural programs of the children in the foundation 

and also by the social work trainees. The outreach program was an asset for 

the social work trainees to gain more knowledge and insight about a child 

setting which is one of the field of social work and the outreach program was 

a great success. 
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